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lution of 5′ boundaries because yeast 5′ ends are
often heterogeneous (9, 17) and we performed an
amplification step. Instead, an approximate loca-
tion was deduced by a sharp transition in signal
over a small interval. Nonetheless, overall, RNA-
Seq provides a useful map of exon boundaries.
Our RNA-Seq method allowed us to map the
transcriptional landscape of the yeast genome
and define UTRs and previously unknown
transcribed regions. In the future, application of
this method should help to precisely determine
the transcriptional landscape of other genomes.
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The Transcription/Migration
Interface in Heart Precursors of
Ciona intestinalis
Lionel Christiaen,1* Brad Davidson,1† Takeshi Kawashima,2 Weston Powell,1 Hector Nolla,3
Karen Vranizan,4 Michael Levine1*

Gene regulatory networks direct the progressive determination of cell fate during embryogenesis, but
how they control cell behavior during morphogenesis remains largely elusive. Cell sorting, microarrays,
and targeted molecular manipulations were used to analyze cardiac cell migration in the ascidian Ciona
intestinalis. The heart network regulates genes involved in most cellular activities required for
migration, including adhesion, cell polarity, and membrane protrusions. We demonstrated that
fibroblast growth factor signaling and the forkhead transcription factor FoxF directly upregulate the
small guanosine triphosphatase RhoDF, which synergizes with Cdc42 to contribute to the protrusive
activity of migrating cells. Moreover, RhoDF induces membrane protrusions independently of other
cellular activities required for migration. We propose that transcription regulation of specific effector
genes determines the coordinated deployment of discrete cellular modules underlying migration.

There has been considerable progress in
elucidating the gene regulatory networks
controlling cell fate specification during

animal development (1–3). In parallel, traditional
in vitro assays coupled with more-recent proteome
analyses have characterized the protein interaction
networks controlling dynamic cellular processes,
such as actin-based membrane protrusions (4) and
adhesion (5). Comparatively little is known about
how transient regulatory states interface with the
dynamic cellular processes underlying morpho-
genesis. We investigated this problem using the
migrating heart precursors of the ascidian Ciona

intestinalis as a relatively simple model. The as-
cidian heart develops from the B7.5 pair of
blastomeres that specifically express the basic
helix-loop-helix transcription factor Mesp in
response to the T-box factor Tbx6 (6, 7). Sub-
sequently, a fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signal
activates the Ets1/2 transcription factor, a presumed
Mesp target, and induces heart specification and
cell migration of the anteriormost B7.5 grand-
daughter cells (Fig. 1A) (8). As a consequence, the
heart precursors, called trunk ventral cells (TVCs),
migrate into the trunk, whereas their sibling cells
form anterior tail muscles (ATMs) (Fig. 1B). FGF
signaling upregulates the forkhead box transcrip-
tion factor FoxF in the TVCs. Interfering with
FoxF function inhibits cell migration, but not heart
muscle differentiation, showing that TVC migra-
tion is predominantly controlled by FGF signaling
and the FoxF transcription factor (9).

To determine how FGF and FoxF control TVC
migration, we developed a method for lineage-
specific transcription profiling using fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) and microarray
analysis. The cis-regulatory DNAs fromMesp and
the myogenic differentiation MyoD were used to
express green and yellow fluorescent proteins in the

B7.5-lineage and surrounding mesodermal cells,
respectively [Fig. 1B; Mesp, green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP) transgenes; MyoD, yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) transgenes]. B7.5-lineage cells were
sorted based on their GFP fluorescence, after tar-
geted manipulations of Mesp, FoxF, and FGF sig-
naling using theMesp cis-regulatory DNA (Fig. 1,
A to C) (7–9). Targeted expression of a dominant-
negative FGF receptor (dnFGFR) converts the
entire B7.5 lineage into ATMs (8) and is therefore
expected to inhibit the expression of TVC-specific
genes (Fig. 1A and fig. S3). In addition, mod-
ified versions of Mesp and FoxF (Mesp:VP16
and FoxF:WRPW, respectively; both are fusion
proteins) block TVC migration but not cardio-
myocyte differentiation (7, 9), thereby providing
an opportunity to identifymigration-specific genes
(Fig. 1, A and E).

Microarray assays captured differential expres-
sion of knownTVC- and tailmuscle–specificmarker
genes (Fig. 1Dand table S1).Moreover, at least 130
genes were found to be downregulated in all three
conditions that inhibit TVCmigration as compared
with wild-type samples (Fig. 1E, fig. S4, and table
S2). Transcriptional profiling of late gastrula stage
B7.5 cells (LG sample) and whole tailbud embryos
(whole sample) indicated that these 130 genes are
upregulated in wild-type TVCs at the onset of mi-
gration (fig. S4). In situ hybridization assays val-
idated the experimental design: 51 of 56 randomly
selected candidate genes were expressed in migrat-
ing TVCs (Fig. 1, F and G, and fig. S3). Candidate
migration genes include a broad spectrum of func-
tional classes [for example, the RhoDF small Ras-
homolog guanosine triphosphatase (Rho GTPase)
and wunen-like phospholipid phosphohydrolase]
(Fig. 1, F and G, and table S2). This diversity sup-
ports the view thatmany facets of cell migration are
controlled transcriptionally (10, 11).

Specific gene families and biological processes
have been implicated in directed cell migration,
such as polarity, cell-matrix adhesion, and actin
dynamics regulators (figs. S7 to S9). We com-
pared the expression levels of individual genes in
wild-type and dnFGFR samples, which permitted
the identification of genes specifically upregulated
in either TVCs or ATMs (Fig. 1A and figs. S5 and
S9). Cell type–specific genes were found to func-
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tion in each of the aforementioned cellular pro-
cesses (figs. S7 to S9). For example, integrin-b3
and talin are upregulated in TVCs, possibly con-
tributing to the changes in cell adhesion required
for their migration. Conversely, ATM-specific up-
regulation of myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK)
and myosin regulatory light chain (MRLC) may
enhance actomyosin contraction in tail muscles
(fig. S9). Thus, the identified network may control
most of the cellular processes underlying TVC
and ATM morphogenesis.

Many components in the above pathways do not
exhibit differential regulation in TVCs and ATMs,
suggesting constitutive expression in the B7.5
lineage (Fig. 2A and figs. S6 to S9). For example,
about two-thirds of the actin dynamics regulators are
constitutively expressed in both cell types (fig. S8).
RhoDF is the only Rho GTPase that is specifi-
cally upregulated in the TVCs (Fig. 2A and fig.
S8). Taken together, these observations suggest
that the heart network controls individual cellular
processes by regulating subsets of effector genes.

Cell culture experiments demonstrated that the
formation of membrane protrusions at the leading
edge of migrating cells is powered by polarized
actin polymerization (12, 13). In mammalian cells,
both RhoD and RhoF/Rif were shown to directly
activate the Diaphanous-related formin mDia2,
which promotes the directed growth of actin
filaments (14, 15). Our observations suggest that
Mesp, FGF, and FoxF might control this process
primarily through the transcriptional activation of
RhoDF (Fig. 2A and fig. S9).

As a first step toward testing this model, we
characterized RhoDF cis-regulatory sequences.
A RhoDF lacZ fusion gene recapitulated endog-
enous RhoDF expression, including expression
in TVCs and notochord cells, as well as inhibi-
tion by FoxF:WRPW (FoxW) (Fig. 2B and figs.

S10 and S11). Separate cis-regulatory modules
control RhoDF expression in the notochord and
TVCs (fig. S11). Theminimal 425–base pair TVC
enhancer contains putative Ets1/2- and FoxF-
binding sites (fig. S11). Mutational analysis and
cis-trans complementation assays demonstrated
that both Ets1/2 and FoxF provide direct regu-
latory inputs for RhoDF upregulation in the TVCs
(fig. S12). Therefore, FGF, FoxF, and RhoDF con-
stitute a feed-forward circuit within the heart gene
regulatory network.

The function of RhoDF in TVCmigration was
examined by injection of antisense morpholino

oligonucleotides (MOs) and targeted expression of
dominant-negative (dn) and constitutively active
(ca)mutants.MOswere coinjectedwith brachyury-
GFP (16) and Mesp–GFP-moesin transgenes
to visualize notochord cells and TVCs, respective-
ly (Fig. 3A). Injection of a translation-blocking
MO (ATG-MO) led to the formation of multi-
cellular spheres (Fig. 3C). This severe phenotype
presumably results from the inhibition of maternal
mRNAs and suggests that RhoDF is essential for
cell movements during early embryogenesis [sup-
porting onlinematerial (SOM) text, section 8.2]. A
splicing-inhibitor MO (E2I2) was used to inves-

Fig. 1. Transciption
profiling of heart pre-
cursors. (A) Regulatory
network controlling de-
velopmental processes
in the B7.5 lineage.
Expression of dnFGFR,
MespV, or FoxW inhib-
its cell migration. (B)
Embryo expressing Mesp-
GFP and MyoD-YFP trans-
genes. (C) FACS plot.
Mesp-GFP– and MyoD-
YFP–expressing cells are
distinguished by their
green or yellow fluores-
cence, respectively. The
GFP-only quadrant (green
box) was used to select
B7.5-lineage cells. A.U.,
arbitrary units. (D) Exper-
imental design and profiling of TVC marker genes. Effects on heart differentiation
and cell migration are shown [for example, in column six FoxW inhibits migration
(––), but not heart differentiation (0). Ets1/2:VP16, EtsV, and FoxF:VP16, FoxV
have opposite effects from those of dnFGFR and FoxW, respectively; both enhance
migration (++)]. wt, wild type. (E) Identification of 130 candidate migration

genes downregulated in conditions inhibiting cell migration as compared with
wild-type samples (for example, dnFGFR<wt indicates genes showing reduced
expression in dnFGFR as compared with wt samples). (F and G) In situ
hybridization of selected candidate migration genes (RhoDF and wunen-like).
Arrowheads indicate TVCs; arrow indicates RhoDF expression in the notochord.
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tigate the specific function of zygotic RhoDF tran-
scripts (fig. S14). The E2I2 MO perturbed both
TVCmigration and notochord intercalation (Fig. 3B
and fig. S14). Targeted expression of dn-RhoDF
caused mild but statistically significant TVC mi-
gration defects, whereas ca-RhoDF appeared to en-
hance migration (Fig. 3J).

Detailed observations of the TVCs using an
actin-binding GFP-moesin reporter (17) revealed
that the leading cell (L) exhibits lateral protru-
sions enlarging its leading edge, whereas the trail-
ing cell (T) is constricted at the trailing edge (Fig.

3D and fig. S13). Upon MO injection or dn-
RhoDF expression, the cell contour was irregular
and lateral protrusions appeared disrupted (Fig. 3,
E and F). In contrast, ca-RhoDF induced a dramatic
enlargement of lateral protrusions (Fig. 3G). Taken
together, these observations suggest that RhoDF
contributes to optimal TVC migration, possibly
through the regulation of actin-based protrusions.

The ubiquitous Rho GTPase Cdc42, which
also regulates actin-based protrusions, may func-
tion redundantly and/or in concert with RhoDF
(18, 19). We investigated these possibilities by

coexpressing dn and ca forms of RhoDF and
Cdc42 (Fig. 3, F to I and K, and fig. S15). dn-
Cdc42 and dn-RhoDF produced similar migration
and protrusion phenotypes, whether expressed
separately or together, suggesting that they func-
tion synergistically in TVCs (Fig. 3, F and K, and
fig. S15). ca-Cdc42 induced actin-rich protrusions
that failed to extend upon coexpression of dn-
RhoDF (fig. S15). More strikingly, dn-Cdc42
reduced the width of the ca-RhoDF–induced pro-
trusions, often causing the formation of multiple
filopodia (Fig. 3H). Finally, ca-RhoDF and ca-
Cdc42 coexpression disrupted the TVCs’ polarity
and produced protrusions that often covered the
entire leading edge (Fig. 3I and fig. S15).

The simplest interpretation is that Cdc42
promotes actin-filament branching through in-
direct activation of the actin-related protein 2/3
(Arp2/3) complex (20, 21), whereas RhoDF in-
duces actin filament elongation through the acti-
vation of Diaphanous-related formins (Fig. 2A).
The precise balance of microfilament branching
and elongation would then pattern the actin
meshwork underlying membrane protrusion
[Fig. 4B, fig. S15F, and (13)].

The preceding results suggest that upregulation
of RhoDF by FGF and FoxF is sufficient to pro-
mote actin-based protrusions in TVCs because
RhoDF works in concert with Cdc42 and other
constitutive activators of actin polymerization (Fig.
2A). Additional epistasis assays were performed to
determinewhether RhoDF is indeed the onlymiss-
ing factor. Targeted expression of FoxF:WRPW,
dnFGFR, or Ets:WRPW [a constitutive repressor
form of Ets1/2 (8)] consistently blocked migra-
tion and the formation of lateral protrusions (Fig.
4A and fig. S16). Both wild-type and activated
forms of RhoDF were sufficient to induce lateral
protrusions in nonmigrating B7.5 cells expressing
FoxF:WRPW (Fig. 4A and fig. S16). Cells coex-
pressing Ets:WRPWand ca-RhoDF formed smaller
protrusions and filopodia, whereas dnFGFR elim-
inated the ability of ca-RhoDF to induce protru-
sions (fig. S16). These observations indicate that
FGF signaling provides as-yet-unidentified inputs
required for RhoDF/Cdc42–induced protrusive
activity (Fig. 4B and fig. S16). The formation of
RhoDF-induced protrusions in the FoxF:WRPW
background indicates that FoxF controlsmembrane
protrusion essentially through RhoDF upregulation
and shows that protrusive activity is separable from
other processes required for migration.

Our results illuminate previously unrecognized
characteristics of the transcription/cell behavior
interface. The heart gene network impinges on
most of the individual cellular processes required
for migration by regulating subsets of effector
genes that function together with constitutively
expressed proteins. These shared regulatory inputs
probably contribute to the coordination of different
cellular processes, which could nevertheless be
uncoupled from one another, thus highlighting the
intrinsically modular nature of cell behavior.

TVC-specific expression of RhoDF depends
on FGF, Ets1/2, FoxF, and as-yet-unidentified
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inputs, stressing the fact that RhoDF-induced pro-
trusive activity is regulated by multiple inputs from
the heart specification network (Fig. 4B and figs.
S10 to S12). A separate enhancer controls RhoDF
expression in the notochord (fig. S11). In principle,
this modular organization of the RhoDF cis-
regulatory elements permits activation by distinct
gene regulatory networks in the notochord and
TVCs. RhoDF contributes to the formation of
protrusions inmigrating TVCs and probably also in
intercalating notochord cells (Fig. 3B and fig. S14).
Unlike TVCs, notochord cells maintain adhesive
contacts with their neighbors. In laminin-a3/4/5
mutants, these adhesive contacts are disrupted and
notochord cells migrate away from their normal
location, displaying dynamic protrusions reminis-
cent of those induced by ca-RhoDF (22) (fig. S15).
Thus, the notochord and TVCs deploy different
suites of shared (such as protrusions) and tissue-
specific (such as adhesive properties) cellular mod-
ules.We propose that tissue-specific gene networks
control the distinct combinations of cellular mod-
ules underlying the morphogenetic diversity
observed during evolution and development.
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High Impulsivity Predicts the Switch to
Compulsive Cocaine-Taking
David Belin,1* Adam C. Mar,1 Jeffrey W. Dalley,1,2 Trevor W. Robbins,1 Barry J. Everitt1*

Both impulsivity and novelty-seeking have been suggested to be behavioral markers of the propensity
to take addictive drugs. However, their relevance for the vulnerability to compulsively seek and take
drugs, which is a hallmark feature of addiction, is unknown. We report here that, whereas high
reactivity to novelty predicts the propensity to initiate cocaine self-administration, high impulsivity
predicts the development of addiction-like behavior in rats, including persistent or compulsive
drug-taking in the face of aversive outcomes. This study shows experimental evidence that a shift from
impulsivity to compulsivity occurs during the development of addictive behavior, which provides
insights into the genesis and neural mechanisms of drug addiction.

Compulsive cocaine use has been hypothe-
sized to result from a failure in top-down
executive control over maladaptive habit

learning (1, 2). In neural terms, this may reflect
the diminishing influence of prefrontal cortical
function, as behavioral control devolves from
ventral to dorsal striatum (1). In behavioral terms,
we predict that the development of addiction re-
flects a shift from impulsivity to compulsivity (3).

Human studies have implicated individual
differences in different forms of impulsivity and
sensation-seeking in vulnerability to drug use and
abuse (4–6). However, whether the enhanced
impulsivity observed in drug addicts (7, 8) predates
the onset of compulsive drug use or is a conse-
quence of protracted exposure to drugs has not been
fully established. In addressing this issue experi-
mentally, we operationalized these human traits in
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Fig. 4. RhoDF induces membrane protrusion in nonmigrating cells. (A) B7.5-lineage cells coexpressing
FoxF:WRPW and lacZ, ca-RhoDF, or RhoDF. [Whole embryos and close-up views (boxes) are shown. Red
indicates Alexa-phalloïdin counterstaining.] Arrowheads indicate protrusions. (B) Summary model. The
gene regulatory network (GRN) influences polarity, adhesion, tail retraction, and membrane protrusion.
Membrane protrusion is controlled in part by FoxF- and Ets1/2-mediated upregulation of RhoDF, which
functions together with constitutively expressed Cdc42, Dia/DRF (blue circles), and Arp2/3 (blue squares).
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